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considering just how java is dominating the software industry these days, it is vital for all software and it professionals to be knowledgeable in it. this book is ideal even for new learners as it provides detailed descriptions even of the basic concepts of java, in a very simple and easily understandable way. the best part about using this book is that once
you have gone through it, you are sure to be able to write basic java programs on your own. another highlight of this book is that instead of being vague, it provides you with a detailed explanation of all the concepts that concern this topic. core java: an integrated approach includes many examples that are helpful as they help students get rid of the
fears that they have, concerning programming. students are also provided with an exhaustive list of questions concerning the topic, which are frequently asked in interviews. this is beneficial for students as they appear for interviews in the future. dr. r. nageswara rao has been associated with teaching computer science since 1993. he has worked at

various colleges as hod (dept. of computers) and as a freelance developer for some time for a couple of organizations. he has been teaching java since 2000, and is currently associated with durgasoft solutions, hyderabad, a prestigious training division, imparting specialized training in java. mr. rao is teaching and interacting with more than 1000 new
students every month, including software developers and foreign students. since 1998, mr. he has been teaching java at many colleges across india. recently, he has been teaching java at the following institutions: neelam institute of it, bangalore chandigarh college of engineering chhatrapati shahuji maharaj university govt. college for girls, tirupati shri

laxmi narain vyas university, jodhpur jawahar navodaya vidyalaya raschigar university of science and technology indian institute of information technology, bhubaneswar st joseph’s college of engineering bharati vidyapeeth deemed university
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the java swing development is a learning challenge for most students as it is not easy to create a gui using java. nevertheless, it is not impossible if you have a good foundation to start. this book teaches the fundamentals of gui in swing, such as preparing the files and importing them, processing files, creating the user interface and more. the head first
java series of books is one of the best books to learn java. it is recommended by many java professionals. due to its simplicity and super-effective real-life examples, it is much popular among students and professionals. if you are a beginner in java, then this book surely will be very helpful for you. it contains the core concepts of java, such as oops

concepts with some fascinating real-life examples and good graphics. expertise and experience - this is what makes the best teacher. dr r nageswara rao's life is dedicated to teaching profession. he has over 28 years of teaching experience in computer science and the journey continues.. this is not a small thing to keep aside. he worked as hod in various
colleges under andhra university and osmania university making the students amazed with his teaching miracles. the core java an integrated approach is also known as java black book. it covers all the core java concepts in a methodical way, including oops concept, abstract classes, interfaces, software packaging, etc. further, this book includes java

interview questions to help the students in the interview. the available interview question in this book is have been collected from various resources and interviews. 5ec8ef588b
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